# Event 9 Statistics

**Low Gross (44)**
- Marple, Paul

**Low Net (25)**
- Marple, Paul

**High Points (0.00)**
- Marple, Paul

**Fewest Putts (0)**
- Marple, Paul

**Most Bogeys (6)**
- Ostedgaard, Al

**Most Pars (3)**
- Weaver, Tim

**Most Birdies (1)**
- Garrison, Carey

**Most Eagles (0)**

**Season Statistics (1 to 9)**

**Low Gross (44)**
- Marple, Paul

**Low Net (25)**
- Marple, Paul

**High Points (0.00)**
- Marple, Paul

**Fewest Putts (0)**
- Marple, Paul

**Most Bogeys (8)**
- Echternacht, Brandt

**Most Pars (3)**
- Collins, Kyle

**Most Birdies (1)**
- Duffy, Patrick

**Most Eagles (0)**
- Garrison, Carey